
the  
     Awana  
Commander

Bruce Henrikson is a father and grand-
father, and has been involved with 
Awana for over 20 years. He has been 
the commander of the Awana program 
at Community Evangelical Free Church 
of Mahomet for the last three years. 


Bruce has a huge passion to see kids 
come to know who Jesus Christ is! If 
you have any questions regarding 
Awana you can contact Bruce at:   
	        bhenrikson@parkland.edu

GROWING CLOSER 
TO JESUS CAN BE    

SUPER FUN!
102 Riverbend Blvd

Mahomet, Illinois 61853

Phone: 217-586-5165


communityfreechurch.com

Awana Club year is 
September 8th, 2018, 
through May 5th, 
2019.  

The cost to attend 
Awana is $25 for the 
year which includes 
books, shirt and 
everything needed to 
make it a memorable 
year!
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Pre-K Through High School 
Cubbies® nurtures the budding faith of 
preschoolers and celebrates their desire to 
explore all that God has created. This two year 
preschool ministry curriculum features exciting 
games, storytelling, puppet shows, and biblical 
teaching as well as take-home activities and 
tools.


Sparks® ignites a child’s curiosity about the 
people and events of the Bible, building a 
foundation of wisdom for knowing Christ.


GAME  
TIME 

This is where we get the 
wiggles out. Game time 
teaches kids to work as a 
team and provides a 
place to be competative. 

What is Awana?                                                 

For over six decades, the Lord has used the 
ministry of Awana to reach kids, equip leaders, 
and change the world. The unchanging truth of 
the gospel drives the same vision we’ve held all 
these years to reach children in every corner of 
the globe as we walk boldly into the future and 
continue to be used by God to help change the 
world.

T&T® explores the concept of grace by 
focusing on the character and nature of God, 
identity of Christ, as well as the structure and 
format of the Bible.


Trek® helps students to dive deep into the 
Scriptures and answer the tough questions 
about who they are and why they are here.


Journey® establishes high school students as 
lifelong disciples through a deep study of God's 
Word, mobilizing them to live with godly 
perspective and evident faith.

The Four Parts of an Awana Club Night:

TEACHING 
TIME 

During the teaching time 
an Awana leader will 
help kids understand 
the Bible in practicaland 
fun ways. 

HANDBOOK 
TIME 

Handbook time is where 
kids, along with their 
leader, memorize and 
understand the meaning   
of key Awana verses. 

OPENING 
CEREMONY 

In the opening ceremony 
kids will learn to pray 
together, celebrate one 
another and start the 
night off right!


